Through the modeling and simulating of the synchronous generator, the mechanical and electrical properties of the input load are analyzed. Based on the linear control theory, the optimal excitation control of a mobile station is studied. By comparing the optimal excitation control with the traditional control results, it shows the superiority of the optimal excitation control of the synchronous machine.
Introduction
In this paper, the optimal excitation control is adopted for the model of the power system of the mobile station. The optimal excitation control is multiple output bias generator according to the optimal feedback coefficient and the formation of superimposed control variables, state variables and feedback variables are selected as t V  , speed deviation   and angle deviation   , the feedback gain coefficient can be objective function by linear state equation of a generator operation point and two quadratic performance index minimum solution get, so that the state control reached in the design of optimal operating point.
The type corresponding to the state equation
In the optimal excitation control system, the performance of the quadratic is specified:
According to the principle of optimization, the optimal feedback gain matrix is obtained:
Optimal control can be obtained:
. So, The dynamic linearization diagram of the power system becomes as shown in figure 1 :
Fig. 1 Optimal Control of power system dynamic linearization block diagram
As can be seen from Figure 1 , this system increases the additional two excitation control signals, that is  K and p K , at the same time, 5 K and 6 K all multiply v K , the additional torque is:
Among them:
It can be seen from the above formula that the excitation control method is used to increase the total damping of the whole system, and the oscillation of the system is suppressed. The way through the performance index function in time domain and automatic compromise the conflicts between the goal of design, dynamic quality and good stability to unity; according to the actual requirements of the object, using the analytical method to obtain the optimal control law, to ensure optimum performance; apply to one or more variables, constant or time-varying linear continuous or discrete systems of many types; good dynamic performance, improve the system robust , adaptability and damping characteristics, improve the static stability limit system. But this system is only applicable to the ideal state with several reasons, the corresponding Riccati has a true solution; local linear method operation point does not take into account the parameters of the running mode is changed, the control performance will be worse, its robust and stability also will be worse.
Comparison of Traditional PID Control And Optimal Control Simulation
According to the space state equation of the excitation system of the synchronous generator, the model is established in Simulink as shown in Figure 2 . The control response of the traditional PID and the optimal excitation are explained separately according to the simulation results.
Parameter of synchronous generator for mobile power station:
. .
Analysis of Traditional PID Control Step Response
The transfer function model and the control principle of PID controller, The PID controller is mainly composed of the proportional integral, integral and differential; Combined with the specific application examples, In this paper, we will discuss and analyze the effects of proportional integral controller and proportional derivative controller on the performance of control system:
(1)PI controller: PID control model in the ratio of the constant value of the coefficient, the differential coefficient is zero, that is proportional integral controller; the following system proportional integral control step response curve shown in figure 3 . With the increase of the integral coefficient proportional integral controller, the control system response speed, adjust the frequency increasing, the maximum overshoot is increased, the system stability is poor, but its steady-state error can be eliminated, which belongs to the non differential regulation.
(2)PD controller: PID control of constant proportional coefficient in the model, the integral coefficient is zero, which is proportional and differential controller; the system of proportional differential control process step response curve as shown in figure 4 . From the results, it can be seen that with the increase of differential coefficient, the control system increases, the maximum overshoot decreases, the system stability is improved, but the steady state error can not be eliminated. After optimal state feedback, the system step response curve is ideal. Through the above comparison, the optimal excitation controller can meet the requirements of excitation system optimal control law and control strategy or seek performance index under the condition of the excitation system to deviate from the optimal operating point, the control variable of the system the state variables of the optimal linear combination, this combination can guarantee the square error of the system during the transition of the state the steady-state value of the variable integral minimum system makes the difference is minimal between dynamic response and dynamic response in the optimal operating conditions deviate from the optimal operation conditions under, can effectively adapt to changes in the running state of operation mode in a wide range, can effectively control the system has high dynamic stability limit that is a comprehensive type of excitation control method.
Optimal Control Step Response Analysis

Result Analysis
In this paper, the optimal operating point is designed as , and the parameters of the synchronous generator are calculated, and the numerical value of each element of A and B matrix is calculated: The simulation is 75% when 1s load reduction, load recovery in 2s, Figure 7 shows the comparison of optimal excitation voltage and the traditional control, the test results show that the method for comparing the output voltage of the proposed, has better suppression in optical parametric oscillation and adjust the time effect, the reaction speed, stability for a short time.
Summary
Simulation of the traditional power station has carried on the linear dynamic system, and from the state of linearization, get system on the basis of the load is constant and the excitation time constant, the total damping of the system is conserved, analyzes its characteristic root, get rapidly under the condition of excitation system in the high magnification appears low frequency oscillation. This paper for mobile power station adopts the whole state of power system optimal excitation control, make dynamic quality and stability between had good unity.
